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11 GRAMMAR DRILLS - THE MOST COMMON MISTAKES IN ESSAYS 

                                    

 

Apostrophe:   use only to show possession or omission. Never for plurals. 

RIGHT The cat’s paws aren’t clean WRONG Orange’s taste good / the 1990’s / Year 9’s go to Q block 

 

Apostrophe:  its = belongs to it   /  it’s = short for ‘it is’ 

RIGHT It’s time this school lengthened its holidays WRONG The penguin flapped it’s wings 

 

However:    use it only at the start of a new sentence (unless you’re an expert) 

RIGHT However, you should use it like this. WRONG I like cats, however, cats can be evil and mean. 

 

Sentences:   short and clear. One complete idea per sentence. Avoid NAS / TLS 

RIGHT Simple. Clear. Use complex sentences sparingly  WRONG Confusing: muddled sentences; what? 

 

Tense:    must be consistent 

RIGHT Pick a tense. Stick to it. Past or present.  WRONG If you changing tense it was weird 

 

Punctuation:   don’t overuse punctuation  

RIGHT No; not again; are you trying to wind me up???? WRONG Kids rely on exclamation marks! 

 

Cohesion:    your ideas should progress and develop in clear stages.  

RIGHT Join clear simple sentences with connectives WRONG Don’t confuse us. Look! A  stegosaurus 

 

Quotations:   keep them short. Introduce with a colon. Don’t write ‘quotation’ or ‘quote’ 

RIGHT Beiber uses powerful repetition: ‘baby, baby…’ WRONG This quote is good: ‘blah blah blah’. 

 

Proofreading:   edit your work over several drafts. It will get better each time 

RIGHT Draft to perfection. Get meaningful advice  WRONG Hand in nonsense. Get pointless feedback  

 

Thesaurus:   don’t use words if you don’t know their exact meaning 

RIGHT Don’t try to impress us with your magniloquence  WRONG Don’t try to photosynthesize us 

 

Spelling:    read lots to learn the rules. Beware of homophones! 

RIGHT Get to know the rules: they’re important WRONG No the roolz. Their importint. C?? 

                                                  

                                   


